Across
5. zone of proximal development
10. systematic favor/disfavor on formal assessments
14. Classroom instruction in two languages
15. Basic or social language
16. separate underlying proficiency
19. language of textbooks and formal classroom
20. words with similar roots
21. L1 skills useful to L2
22. Cummins “cold” theory

Down
1. the degree to which multiple raters yield the same results
2. self editor in adult language learners
3. common underlying proficiency
4. voluntary participation in target language
6. the degree to which a test measures what it purports to measure
7. speaking and writing are ____________ tasks.
8. involuntary participation in target language
9. who claims that ‘all learning is social.’
11. Emerging, ________________, Bridging
12. listening and reading are ____________ tasks
13. Theorists associated with the “LAD”
17. comprehension preceedes ________________
18. temporary support